2022 BROCHURE

USE THE POWER OF PODCASTING TO
TRULY ENGAGE THE WINE TRADE

VISION
There is now more great wine being made all over the
world. The future belongs to wine regions who
successfully integrate meaningful digital communication
with in-person events.

The global pandemic forced us to move our lives online.
For wine regions seeking to influence the global wine trade this meant
adapting marketing, communication and training, primarily using virtual
wine tastings, press trips and masterclasses.
In 2022, travel and event restrictions have been lifted in many countries,
but at the first major wine fairs held since the pandemic, footfall was
noticeably lower, making it more difficult to generate a return on the
considerable investment of time and money.
When events do return to full capacity, you don't want to be just another
wine region in the crowd, all competing for limited wine trade attention.
But how do you keep what worked during the pandemic while taking
advantage of a return to live events? The answer is right before your ears.
Wine podcasting is a medium which, while increasingly popular, is still
underserved for quality, engaging trade focused content. The secret to
outperforming the competition and gaining precious wine trade
mindshare is to consider podcasts both as a stand-alone channel that
will engage your target audience in advance of live events, and one that
can amplify in-person events and activations for months and years after.
Interpreting Wine will guide you towards a future in which you tell your
complete story on a channel your target audience are already using.
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VISION

LAWRENCE FRANCIS
"wine is a time capsule of where and how it was made.
I help wine regions articulate and amplify the story
behind their wines to the international wine trade."

Lawrence is the Founder of Interpreting Wine, which has generated
10,000s hours of wine trade engagement for forward thinking wine
boards, including Washington State, British Columbia, New
Zealand, and Willamette Valley. He's obsessed with helping wine
regions reach their target audience in the most effective way.
Lawrence was recognised in Born Digital Wine Awards 2020 and
spoke about using audio to reach the wine trade at Wine2Wine
Conference (2019-2021) and the London Wine Fair (2022).
He's been featured in specialist wine trade publications and
mainstream media including The Guardian, The Buyer, Drinks
Business, The Financial Times and The Rochester Business Journal.
Recent clients include:

MEET THE PROGRAMME DIRECTOR
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TIMES HAVE CHANGED
Traditional wine marketing channels aren't as engaging
as they once were. Start telling your story on the
channel with the most engagement.

There is a mismatch between the price of traditional marketing channels
and the return on investment. Trade fairs, press trips, masterclasses and
brand ambassadors were designed to meet the needs of a prepandemic world. Nowadays, attracting the right people to attend events
and taste your wine is increasingly difficult.
In London there are often three or four large tastings taking place on the
same day. As a result, attendee numbers and time spent tasting both
reduce, meaning a smaller return on investment for your region.
Creating a podcast series in advance of your in-person events increases
the quality of conversation as attendees already understand you.
Recording podcasts on the day and publishing them soon after lets you
re-engage both those who did attend and those who didn't. Creating
waves of awareness to engage the wine influencers you want to reach.
Isn't it time to move beyond vanity metrics such as which publication
covered your tasting or how many trade professionals attended?
Wouldn't you rather know how long they engaged with your story, where
in the world they listened and which elements they resonated most with.
Interpreting Wine can deliver all these benefits in a way that no other
marketing channel can.
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LACK OF ENGAGEMENT

3 DOMINANT PROBLEMS

CONTENT FOCUS ON FACTS RATHER THAN STORIES
Wine is not a spectator sport. When you focus on the wines' technical details
or worse still the flavour characteristics, you create a communication barrier.
You can't tell relatable stories of your people, region and winemaking in a
way that will be easily remembered and retold by your target audience
CONTENT IS SHARED IN CHANNELS WITH LOW ENGAGEMENT
You have inherited a marketing strategy built on legacy channels, such as
print marketing, trade websites, masterclasses and trade tastings.
The world has moved on and while the costs of those channels hasn't
reduced, the impact they deliver certainly has.
You question yourself, why you can't achieve the engagement levels you
once did. When the reality is the landscape has changed and you need to
tell your story in the channels with the most engaged audiences.
DON"T CONSIDER HOW TO MAXIMISE THE IMPACT OF IN-PERSON ACTIVITIES
Your team spends all its time and effort organising in-person activities
whose impact is restricted to those who turned up on the day.
Attendees tag you on Instagram, which you reshare and during the 24 hours
following the event your Instagram stories are full of user-generated content.
However, your followers are overwhelmed and quickly stop watching.
In the weeks and months following live events you realise you didn't make
the most of the opportunity. By which time it's already too late.

Learn more about how these 3 marketing
problems affect your ability to engage
the wine trade in this short video
PROBLEMS
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THE SOLUTION
Interpreting Wine paid series production service
Podcast episode production and broadcast
Lifetime access to checklists and documents
Live 1:1 guidance and support at every stage
STEP ONE: PREPARE

Support to understand and document what makes your region unique
INCLUDES 1:1 ORIENTATION WHERE I EXPLAIN HOW TO USE
Pre-broadcast chemistry call
Find your Six Wine Stories quick guide
Brand Story feedback report
Good to Go Pre-broadcast checklist
On-ear Equipment soundcheck guide

STEP TWO: PRODUCE

Confidently tell your complete, remarkable story to the wine trade
INCLUDES 1:1 ORIENTATION WHERE I EXPLAIN HOW TO USE
Full podcast production service
Private advance podcast listening to gather your feedback
Series broadcast on Interpreting Wine
3 pieces of Microcontent based on each episode
Audio Highlight Reel
QR Code Convert kit

STEP THREE: PROMOTE

Leverage your appearance across social media and in-person channels
INCLUDES 1:1 ORIENTATION WHERE I EXPLAIN HOW TO USE
Play by Play monthly live Q&A calls
Constant Content Calendar template
Monthly insight reports for the first three months following broadcast
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THE SOLUTION

THE SOLUTION
Intepreting Wine guarantees
Simple, guided process of podcast creation
Tried and tested approach
500 hours of engagement in first three months

ASSETS

SERVICES

OUTCOMES

Find your Six Wine
Stories quick guide
Brand Story
feedback report
Good to Go Prebroadcast checklist
On-ear Equipment
soundcheck guide

Series broadcast on
Interpreting Wine
3 pieces of
Microcontent based
on each episode
Audio Highlight Reel
QR Code Convert kit

Constant Content
Calendar template
Monthly insight
reports for the first
three months
following broadcast

Pre-broadcast
chemistry call

Full podcast
production service
Private advance
podcast listening to
gather your
feedback

Play by Play
monthly live Q&A
calls for three
months

Delivery of powerful
digital audio assets
that capture your
unique story

Knowing how and
when to share
assets for maximum
wine trade impact

Confidence in your
ability to articulate
what makes your
wine region unique
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2022 CASE STUDIES
When's the best time to record a series?
Do you have any past examples?
What results can i expect?
WASHINGTON STATE WINE COMMISSION

Washington State produced a two part series to support
their 2022 international event programme. In Part 1, President
Steve Warner updated the trade on the current state of
Washington Wine. Part 2 featured an audio digest of their
Grand Tasting held in London, featuring Masterclasses and
interviews with local trade and Washington producers.

WINE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Recorded at Taste Canada trade tasting this two part series
featured interviews with ten winemakers from the Okanagan
Valley; greatly expanding the impact of the live event.
Featuring stories told by the producers in a relaxed format
that transported listeners to the region and each estate.

HANDPICKED WINES

A boutique Australian wine producer based in Mornington
Peninsula, their episode was timed to increase the impact of
their appearance at the London Wine Fair 2022. Attendees
tasted the wines having already heard the story and the
content gave Handpicked a second chance to engage those
professionals who couldn't attend or didn't taste.

ESK VALLEY

Recorded to tie in with the latest release of their icon wine
Heipipi The Terrace, winemaker Gordon Russell shared his
story, winemaking philosophy and what went into making
the wine. It also delivered technical information in an easy to
use format, which was shared with sales teams
internationally. This ensured an engaged team and clear
communication right across the world.
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REAL LIFE EXAMPLES

SUCCESS STORIES

Chris Stroud,
Market Manager Europe, New Zealand
Winegrowers

Mark Newton,
Head of Comms,
Waterford Whisky

Julia Burke,
Comms & Education
Mgr, WVWA

Arnaud Maltoff,
Account Director,
Sopexa HOPSCOTCH
Groupe

"During the pandemic we weren’t able to do in-person
activities so looked at different types of virtual activation.
We were impressed that the Interpreting Wine audience is
global and that the majority work in the wine trade. Once
the episode was published we were able to direct people to
it, and the listener numbers show that people are engaged
with New Zealand wine and want to learn more."
"We’ve always believed that Waterford Whisky would appeal
to wine drinkers because we speak a similar language,
focusing on terroir and provenance. The series featured the
people behind the whisky, capturing and amplifying a
unique time in our development. We are incredibly proud
that the wine trade has engaged with our story in such
numbers since publication."
This is one of the most comprehensive content partnerships
the Willamette Valley Winery Association (WVWA) has ever
undertaken and we are thrilled with what was achieved in
such a short space of time. Lawrence drew out interesting
perspectives from each guest and the series highlights the
collaborative nature of the wider winemaking community.
Releasing the series in March 2020 enabled us to keep the
global wine trade engaged in our story throughout the
pandemic."
"Broadcasting the podcast series with Interpreting Wine
gave Washington State producers the opportunity to reach
a trade audience at a time when they were unable to travel
internationally. The three featured producers shared their
own captivating stories as well as promoting the wider
cultural appeal of Washington State. The episodes are
timeless and have already been repurposed to help train
and educate wine professionals around the world about this
fascinating region."

SELECTED TESTIMONIALS
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+44 20 8058 0546
hello@interpretingwine.com
www.interpretingwine.com

